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ACROSS
1: go back to bad behavior
6: a semiconductor that consists of a p-n
junction
11: a group of person living under a religious
rule
12: a small spiked wheel at the end of a spur
13: have as a meaning
14: transient cessation of respiration
15: the act of appeasing (as by acceding to the
demands of)
17: the coordinated universal time when an
event is received on Earth
18: relating to the Alps and their inhabitants
19: plant with ____s
20: 100 _____ equal 1 kwacha in Zambia
22: a unit of pressure equal to 0.001316
atmosphere; named after Torricelli
25: Romanian violinist and composer
(1881-1955)
29: misery resulting from affliction
30: relating to or occurring on the undersurface
of the foot
31: one related on the mother's side
33: very large red gum tree
34: tie again or anew
35: front consisting of the conical head of a
missile or rocket that protects the payload from
heat during its passage through the atmosphere
36: essential oil or perfume obtained from
flowers
37: cause to move back by force or influence

DOWN
1: Spanish poet and dramatist who was shot
dead by Franco's soldiers soon after the start of
the Spanish Civil War (1898-1936)
2: of or relating to or involving an area
3: a Marxist-Leninist group that believes
Palestinian goals can only be achieved by
revolutionary change
4: appearing as such but not necessarily so
5: capable of making an error
6: force into some kind of situation, condition,
or course of action
7: pressure exerted by the fluids inside the
eyeball; regulated by resistance to the outward
flow of aqueous humor
8: a person who owns something
9: United States industrialist who manufactured
plows suitable for working the prairie soil
(1804-1886)
10: fill with high spirits; fill with optimism
16: the post at the top or bottom of a flight of
stairs; it supports the handrail
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19: being of the age 13 through 19
21: attract; cause to be ______ed
22: a Bantu language spoken in southern
coastal Tanzania
23: French impressionist painter (1840-1926)
24: a tract of level wasteland; uncultivated land
with sandy soil and scrubby vegetation
26: artifact consisting of a narrow flat piece of
material
27: engrave or cut by chipping away at a
surface
28: a projecting bay window corbeled or
cantilevered out from a wall
30: look searchingly
32: brief episode in which the brain gets
insufficient blood supply; symptoms depend on
the site of the blockage

